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Journalist and
videographer
Masa Takei
contributes to
Explore, Canadian
Geographic, The
Globe and Mail and other publications.
Most recently he filmed a series of
video diaries while building an offgrid cabin on Haida Gwaii, radX.ca/
masaoffgrid.
An avid surfer
and snowboarder,
writer/editor
Kate MacLennan
has contributed
to more than 30
publications in Canada, the U.S.A. and
Australia. She currently works with
BCBusiness magazine, is Vancouver
Editor of Chatelaine and is Beauty
Editor of Real Weddings magazine.
Born and raised
in Nelson, B.C.,
Joe Schwartz has
travelled the world
with his bike,
attempting big
jumps for film shoots and competing
in extreme competitions. Joe is also
a certified backcountry ski guide
and a graduate of the BCIT School
of Business. Joe documents all his
adventures at www.joeschwartz.ca.
Jim Sutherland,
former editor
of Vancouver
and Western
Living magazines,
recently published
the comic novel Snap Slice.
Travel writer and
photographer
Mark Sissons
has contributed
to publications
including The
Globe and Mail, The Toronto Star, The
San Francisco Chronicle, The Los Angeles
Times, The Huffington Post and others.

A new magazine is just part
of where we’re heading
A MESSAGE FROM MIKE CORRIGAN, PRESIDENT & CEO, BRITISH COLUMBIA FERRY SERVICES INC.

I

t is my pleasure to welcome you
to the inaugural issue of onBoard
magazine. Whether you’re visiting
B.C.’s coast for the first time, or
commuting home from work, I invite you
to explore these pages.
We are proud to feature articles
penned by some of B.C.’s best-known
travel writers. Through colourful storytelling, they offer unique insight into the
coastal communities, activities, people,
wildlife and history that we at BC Ferries
feel so privileged to be a part of.
Among them, veteran journalist
Jim Sutherland and avid surfer Kate
MacLennan offer unique, breathtaking
ways to experience Tofino’s big waves
during fall and winter. Reporting from
further north, outdoor educator Dave
Quinn relays the tale of a historic
monumental pole raising in Haida Gwaii
– the first of its kind in 130 years. These
are just a few highlights.
Published twice annually – with
fall/winter and spring/summer print
editions, and available online at
globeandmail.com/onboard – we hope
onBoard magazine will inspire you to
travel with BC Ferries or plan your next
coastal holiday with BC Ferries Vacations. Plus, take advantage of BC Ferries
services including the Seawest Lounge,
Pacific Buffet and Passages Gift shop.
onBoard also offers views inside BC
Ferries, including ways we are working
to enhance our customers’ experiences.
First is our implementation of a new
Automated Customer Experience (ACE)
program that we expect will bring
customers a new level of service and
interaction with BC Ferries,

We are
fortunate
to live and
work amid
a coastline
rich with
amazing
stories. With
the launch
of onBoard
magazine,
we’re
excited to
share some
of them
with you.

especially in the areas of mobility, with
advantages such as advance bookings
and express check-in.
I am also pleased to announce that
BC Ferries has received approval from
the BC Ferries Commissioner to build
three new Intermediate Class
vessels. This allows us to examine the
advantages these modern ships offer,
such as the capability of running on
liquefied natural gas (LNG) – a fuel option that is potentially 50 per cent to 60
per cent more affordable than marine
diesel, and considered better for the
environment. Our plans to build a cable
ferry that will operate between Buckley
Bay on Vancouver Island and Denman
Island are also moving forward with
service expected to begin in 2014.
Finally, I’m proud to say that we are
now in Phase III of our SailSafe program, a joint initiative with the BC Ferry
& Marine Workers’ Union now ensuring
that safety is entrenched in all aspects
of our operations and our culture.
Every day, I am grateful to work with
such a professional team at BC Ferries.
All of us feel privileged to connect our
passengers with some of the world’s
most breathtaking destinations – from
B.C.’s pristine north coast and the Haida
Gwaii to Vancouver Island and Gulf
Island communities and the province’s
bustling Lower Mainland.
We are fortunate to live and work
amid a coastline rich with amazing
stories. With the launch of onBoard
magazine, we’re excited to share some
of them with you.
We hope you enjoy this inaugural
issue of onBoard. H

Wildlife biologist/
wilderness guide
and outdoor
educator Dave
Quinn contributes
regularly to
publications including Westworld,
British Columbia Magazine, Canadian
Wildlife and also appears on CBC
Radio 1.
FALL 2013
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DAY TRIPS

Inbound

VANCOUVER

New options add enticing dimensions
to a day in the city
BY KATE ZIMMERMAN

Yaletown diners are
squawking about Homer
St. Café and Bar, a bustling bistro that specializes in rotisserie chicken.
This is comfort food of
the highest order, served
in a cheerful spot that
cosily marries the historic
Homer Building with the
more recent Beasley. Start
with fried chickpea dip
and crostini, move on
to chicken au jus with
peewee potatoes, and
wrap up with chocolate
pudding, sea salt and
honeycomb.
898 Homer Street
604-428-4299
homerstreetcafebar.com

H
Seafood lovers can’t get
any fresher fare than
The Lobster Man’s, on
Granville Island. Pick your
own live Dungeness crab
or Nova Scotia lobster;
staff can steam it there
for take-out or pack it for
long-distance transport.
Start your feast with
clams, scallops, mussels or
oysters like the succulent
Kusshi variety.
1807 Mast Tower Road,
Granville Island
604-687-4228
lobsterman.com

H
Fable restaurant – short
for “from farm to table”
– is the brainchild of Top
Chef Canada competitor
Trevor Bird. Fable’s exposed brick décor and
handmade shelving
hints of the farmstead.
6
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Novices and seasoned
enthusiasts alike are
drawn to Grouse Mountain’s guided snowshoeing tours. You take the
gondola to the peak, are
outfitted with snowshoes

Meanwhile, its menus
are inspired by the local,
seasonal ingredients that
show up at its kitchen
door each morning, which
wind up in homemade
dishes like Slow Cooked
Spring Salmon with
carrot purée and spring
cassoulet. Globe and Mail
restaurant critic Alexandra
Gill gave Fable three stars,
noting, “Mr. Bird’s food
is simple, yet exquisitely
executed, lovingly sourced
and vibrantly seasoned.”
’Nuff said.
1944 West 4th Avenue
604-732-1322
fablekitchen.ca

H
On the move? Vancouver’s food truck scene has
blossomed, with a huge
variety of delectable, affordable options available
curbside every day. From
Tacofino Cantina, with its
fish, pork, steak and yam
tempura tacos, to the
pulled pork and smoked
brisket stylings of Re-Up
BBQ, and Indian fusion
cuisine at Vij’s Railway
Express, there’s a food
truck to suit every taste.
Visit streetfoodapp.com
for locations.

PLAY

Secret Location attracts
people who need to be
in the know. Gastown’s
swath of trend-setting
clothing and décor shops

on Water Street, between
Abbott and Carroll, now
includes this “luxury
concept store” that’s part
boutique, part lifestyle
emporium, part chic restaurant. Browse through
the hottest fashions and
gewgaws, then plumb the
menu for cocktails like the
Arsenic and Old Lace – gin,
French vermouth and
house-made crème de
Violette in an absinthewashed glass – while
considering that Lulu
Guinness bag. Darling, it
will go with everything.
One Water Street
604-685-0090
secretlocation.ca

you over with its 4D, panoramic experience. Watch
the introductory pre-show,
then strap into a movable seat that seduces
you with the illusion of
soaring over such famous
Canuck landmarks as
Niagara Falls, heightened
by appropriate sensory
gusts.
201-999 Canada Place
604-620-8455
flyovercanada.com

DRINK

and headlamps, then enjoy the velvety hush of an
evening’s trek along trails
laced with snow-dusted
fir trees. Your adventure
includes a three-course
dinner of various fondues
at Altitudes Bistro.
6400 Nancy Greene Way
604-980-9311
grousemountain.com

H
Much cheaper than actually flying coast to coast,
FlyOver Canada bowls

Tap & Barrel’s homey
pleasures include both
local craft beers and
premium B.C. wines on
tap. Chow down on fried
pickles with dill sour
cream, or a peanut butter
and jam burger – that’s
chipotle peanut butter
and bacon jam.
1055 Canada Place
604-235-9TAP; and
1 Athletes Way
604-685-2223
tapandbarrel.com

H
Look! There, in Yaletown!
It’s a barbershop; it’s a bar;
it’s a club – no, it’s Killjoy
Barbers, an unusual pastiche of all three. Haircuts
in the front, party in the
cocktail tavern at the back
means a well-groomed
clientele savouring wines
on tap, contemporary
cocktails, charcuterie
and cheese plates, and a
basement nightclub with
a cool lounge vibe.
106 - 1120 Hamilton Street
604-669-4604
donnellygroup.ca
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EAT

VICTORIA

By bike or on foot, Victoria offers up
its hidden gems

BY SARAH BANCROFT

TASTE

Recently popped up in
the trending Cook Street
Village (a short walk
from Beacon Hill Park,)
everything at the modern,
carbon-neutral burgerand-shake shack Big
Wheel Burger is sourced
from within 100 miles,
and grass-fed, hormonefree beef is ground on-site
every morning. It’s a creative take on the classic

American burger: to order
your burger “muddy” is to
add gravy, and a “ghost
burger” comes with sauce
made from the world’s
hottest pepper, the ghost
pepper. Insiders tip: Big
Wheel is the poker handle
of one of the owners, who
happens to be an international champion.
241 Cook Street
250-381-0050
bigwheelburger.com

H
Right in the heart of
downtown, do stop in at
the new Bon Macaron
shop run by a trio of
young men who were

trained in their native
France to make these
little meringue-based
delicacies. Unlike mass
produced macarons, they
are baked and assembled
by hand using all-natural
essences of lavender and
violet grown for the shop
at Victoria’s Happy Valley
Farm. Try the bacon and
cream cheese, a surprising
but delicious choice.
1012 Broad Street
778-265-0850
bonmacaronpatisserie.com

H
Climb down the stairs
beside the fishing docks in
the harbour and get ready
to wait in line at RedFish
BlueFish. You will be rewarded with the delicious
seafood chowders and
salmon tacones (a softshell taco cone with pea
shoots and coleslaw) from
this architectural take-out
restaurant in a shipping
container. The seafood is
100 per cent sustainable,
and everything is recycled
and composted in this
zero-waste concept.
1006 Wharf Street
250-298-6877
redfish-bluefish.com

dark as a pub should be,
but the food and drink are
quite a few notches up
from your standard pub
grub. You’ll find classics
like scotch egg, ploughman’s lunch and Welsh
rarebit, and nights go
long and late as the local
crowd gathers.
1250 Wharf Street
250-385-3474
theguildfreehouse.com

SIP

With nine micro-breweries within two kms of
downtown Victoria, it’s
easy (and refreshing) to
taste your way through
the local suds. Start at
Spinnakers (Canada’s
oldest brew pub, est. 1984)
where ales are paired with
their handmade truffles.
Then head to Rock Bay, the
newly appointed Brewery
District according to Rob
Deshaine, a tour guide
with the Pedaler, to hit
Philips, Lighthouse, and
Hoyne, the latter presided
by Sean Hoyne, one of the
area’s top brewmasters.
Still thirsty? The Moon
Under the Water Brew
Pub, a beer bar serving 100
per cent natural B.C. brews,
is just down the way.
Shareable Growlers
(1.9 litre) are the new sixpack. Bring them back for a
refill at Phillips for just $10.

H
Located in a historic building on the downtown
waterfront, The Guild is a
new pub opened by the
same dream team behind
legendary local restaurant
Zambri’s. It’s warm and

ENJOY

The new Victoria Public
Market houses local
butchers, bakers and
candlestick makers in
the beautiful Hudson
building (a former Bay
department store, a 15minute walk from the
harbour). Industrial-chic
coffee shops and a hot
yoga studio are already in
place, and a Wednesday
Farmer’s Market occupies
the greenway.
victoriapublicmarket.com

New bike tour company
The Pedaler introduced
us to neighbourhood
hotspots and a whole
new perspective on the
city beyond the inner
harbour. Their B.C.-made
Norco cruiser bikes are
lightweight and easy
to ride, while the tours
are innovative and fun:
“Hoppy Hour” takes you
to several micro-breweries
(samples included, of
course) around this very
bikeable city.
719 Douglas Street
778-265-7433
thepedaler.ca

H
It might cost you slightly
more than two bits, but
Victory Barbers and Brand
is a modern men’s barbershop that does a great hot
lather shave ($45) and

H
Located on Victoria’s
fashion-central Johnson
Street, Amelia Lee dubs
itself as the small boutique with big style. It’s
owned by fashion stylist
Khloe Campbell, who
works with rock stars and
regular folks in need of
a fresh look. Need a little
beauty boost along with
that great new dress?
They also do faux-eyelash
applications.
610 Johnson Street
250-388-5660
amelialeeboutique.com

houses an apothecary
of local and imported
men’s grooming products.
If there’s time, celebrate
your new look at Pig,
a BBQ joint next door
with a great pulled pork
sandwich.
1315 Blanshard Street
250-381-1522
victorybarbers.com
FALL 2013
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WEST COAST SURVIVAL GUIDE

How to storm watch (& stay dry).

There’s only one way to enjoy a West Coast storm. Stay dry. So when you find yourself drawn to the power of the waves, wind and breathtaking scenery
of Tofino and Ucluelet – and you will – remember, a successful storm watching trip starts with having the right wet weather gear.
The Killtec line of jackets – available at Passages Gift Shop – are the perfect addition to any storm watcher’s survival kit. Whether you’re looking for
a new way to stay fashionably warm and dry, or you conveniently forgot to pack yours from home, these are the jackets for you. Next time you’re
on board, come and check out this high-performance line for yourself – available in a variety of different colours – and discover a whole new way to
weather the storm in style.

Ladies Keira Jacket
Waterproof and windproof, the Keira jacket is
also breathable so you can enjoy that ‘perfect
storm’ in comfort.
Men’s Alan Big Check Jacket
Made from microtwill and water resistant fabric, this
jacket will prepare you for any activity (stormy or not).

8
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Ladies Siona Fleece
Looking for something to wear inside the cabin?
Check out Killtec’s fashionable fleece jackets.
Made from antipilling microfleece, you won’t want
to take it off, even when you’re back in the city.

Explore BC

Discover over 50 road trip
ideas complete with maps,
directions and activities,
which make exploring BC
easier than ever before.

Visit HelloBC.com/BCRoadTrip to start
planning your trip today.
® Registered trade-mark of Destination BC Corp.

STORM WATCH

Encounters

Propelled by prevailing westerly winds across the North Pacific expanse, some of the world’s largest waves build momentum, eventually
crashing ashore on B.C.’s West Coast.

Big waves, raucous storms and romance
on Vancouver Island’s west coast

W

hen I lived in Ucluelet in the 1970s, we
didn’t have winter
storm watching per
se – but that’s not to say we didn’t
sneak the odd peek. One post-gale day
I wandered by a little cove on the edge
of town, only to find it piled several
metres deep with sea foam. That pillow of suds was as high as the cedars
and shore pine: Mother Nature’s
bubble bath on the day that the kids
threw the whole bottle in and left the
tub running.
British Columbians think they know
winter storms. Come October, with
arctic air to the north and sub-tropical
air to the south, a low-pressure system
moves in, and cue four months of rain
and gray. But what a lot of people
don’t realize is how much of the
weather gets scrubbed away on the
trip over Vancouver Island.
Victoria receives well under a metre
of precipitation in an average year and
Vancouver about 1.2, while Ucluelet endures four. More than half of that falls
between November and February, and
some of this deserves the adjective
“sideways.” Because yes, there’s also
the thing known as wind. For a coastal
town Ucluelet isn’t particularly breezy,
but winter gales of 70 kms an hour
and more are not uncommon.

10
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The true stars of this area’s storms,
however, are the waves, which are some
of the biggest on Earth for a bunch
of reasons. There’s the North Pacific’s
expanse, which gives its waves lots of
room to grow; the prevailing westerlies,
which push them along those thousands of kms; and the steep rise of the
continental shelf, which lets them crash
ashore with most of their energy intact.
During the winter storms that
typically blow up every two or three
days, the already impressive swells
are supercharged – raging behemoths
that pound the rocks and beaches to
mesmerizing effect. It’s an astonishing
natural phenomenon, whether viewed
from an armchair with a fire on, or right
there on the beach, clad in the storm
gear that modern technology has
granted us. The waves boom, the water
sprays, the wind buffets, and there we
stand, awed, yes, but as comfortable as
can be.
Back in the 1970s, as I said, people
seemed strangely oblivious to this
kind of thing. It wasn’t until the 1990s
that tourist operators noticed the odd
predilection of a few hardy visitors to
arrive in winter rather than summer,
and started marketing storm watching
as an attraction.
And the rest is history. Where once
accommodations were basic and scarce,

The waves
boom, the
water sprays,
the wind
buffets, and
there we
stand, awed,
yes, but as
comfortable
as can be.

today they are prolific and varied –
from affordable motels through to
intimate B&Bs and grand lodges. For
example, since opening in 2009, the
luxury Black Rock Resort has been a
regular on Top Resort lists compiled by
Conde Nast Traveler and others. “We
have a Romancing the Storm package
for couples, and a spa that looks right
out onto the rocks,” says GM Adele
Larkin, who adds that, though it
almost never snows in Ucluelet, the
sea foam blown by the wind makes for
a convincing facsimile.
Whatever the season, much of what
visitors experience in places like Ucluelet, Tofino and the Pacific Rim National
Park that stretches between these
towns is due to winter storms.
All that driftwood tossed so far
from the sea; the pulverized sand
that started as rocks and shells. Even
the vegetation has been affected.
The short and gnarly shore pines are
genetically similar to tall and stately
lodgepole pine, while the Western Red
Cedars, elsewhere so immense, take
the form of weirdly stunted candelabras, because the leaders keep getting
blown off. Trees like those make for an
otherworldly combination at the best
of times. Immerse them in a sea of
suds, and you feel like you’re entering
another dimension. H

PHOTO: TOURISM TOFINO/JILL NANCY

BY JIM SUTHERLAND

WINTER SURFING

Encounters

Tofino surfers undaunted by sideways
falling rain, freezing temperatures
BY KATE MACLENNAN

T

here are days in Tofino when
the sun shines down, warming
its beaches and storm-twisted
coastal rainforest and illuminating the Pacific to a vibrant green hue.
But it’s the unpredictable and sometimes violent storms of fall and winter
that bring the big waves and real surfers
to the western edge of Vancouver Island.
When the rain falls sideways, the air
temperature hovers around freezing
and the ocean isn’t much warmer,
that’s when the trucks and vans of
locals and weekend warriors line the
puddle-filled parking lots of the Pacific
Rim National Park Reserve near Florencia Bay, Long Beach and Wickanninish
Beach, the tell-tale plastic bins that
hold their wetsuits shoved beneath
their vehicles’ bumpers.
Those days, if you brave the driving
rain and bone-deep chill to stand on
the beach and peer out into the angry
ocean, you can see their neoprenehooded heads bobbing about, if the fog
isn’t too thick. When one paddles into
the path of a wall of heaving, grey water that threatens to swallow them, you
may be tempted to close your eyes.
Don’t.
B.C. surfers are in their element
in this cold, briny chaos. In fact, many

wait all year for it. This rugged undertaking is the unique Canadian surfing
experience.
Word about Tofino’s surf culture is
definitely out. In 2010, U.S.-based
Outside magazine even named Tofino
the Best Surf Town in North America.
Yet while the media’s attention to
surfing in Canada is relatively new,
surfing in Tofino dates back to the
1960s, when American ex-pats and
draft-dodgers brought the first surfboards to the area. After an incubation period that went largely under
the radar in the ’70s, and a couple of
false starts in the ’80s, surfing finally
took off in Canada in the 1990s – not
coincidentally as wetsuit technology
began to radically improve.
Then, as the Internet took its revolutionary hold and the core of surfing
grew even bigger in places like Hawaii
and California, the timing was right for
surfing in Tofino yet again. Professional
surfers in other countries craved uncrowded waves, and so began to mine
territory that it was thought people
would never be crazy enough to surf,
like Canada. They saw photographs of
talented Tofino surfers, such as brothers
and surf pros Raph and Sepp Bruhwiler,
and began to pay visits to B.C.

Want to be sitting
on top of the world,
too? Learn to catch
a wave with one of
Tofino’s many surf
schools:
Bruhwiler Surf
School
bruhwilersurf.com
Surf Sister Surf
School
surfsister.com
Sepp Bruhwiler’s
Westside Surf
westsidesurf.com
Pacific Surf School
pacificsurfschool.com

Rent boards and
buy surf-inspired
threads at these
long-standing,
respected local
shops:
Live To Surf
livetosurf.com
Storm
stormcanada.ca
Long Beach Surf
Shop
longbeachsurf.com

Mingle with other
surfers and battle
for bragging rights
over awesome
food at these local
establishments:

Fast forward to 2009, when
wetsuit brand O’Neill added Tofino to
its international Cold Water Classic
tour, in which surfers from around the
world compete to gain points towards
qualifying for surfing’s global professional tour. In a fairy tale ending,
Tofino-born and based surfer Peter
Devries took home first prize. It was
a defining moment in Canadian surfing, and it inspired yet another one.
Tofino has one of the highest
numbers of female surfers per capita
in the world, but women weren’t
allowed to compete in O’Neill’s competition. Tofino surf school Surf Sister
retaliated by creating the Queen of
the Peak surf contest, which will run
for its fourth consecutive year on
October 5 and 6.
“We just want to create an environment where men and women are
equal in the water,” Queen of the Peak
co-founder Krissy Montgomery told
McClung’s magazine earlier this year,
and Tofino’s male surfers have rallied
hard behind her.
That kind of gender-neutral support is not so typical for surfing,
a sport entrenched with machismo.
But then, Tofino’s not your typical
surf town. H

Tacofino
tacofino.com
Shelter
shelterrestaurant.com
Sobo
sobo.ca

PHOTO: JEREMY KORESKI

Wildside Grill
wildsidegrill.com
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Fall for her charm.

Victoria Getaways

114

$

from

*

Package includes return ferry
and 1 night’s accommodation.

per person/dbl. occ.

*Plus taxes, fees and surcharges. Price listed reflects 1-night stay at Chateau Victoria. All offers based on availability.
Prices are quoted per person in Canadian dollars based on double occupancy. Some restrictions apply. BC Reg. 48839.

Cambell
River
Comox

Whistler
Powell
River
Earls Cove

Cumberland

Sechelt
Langdale

North
Vancouver

Nanaimo

More than a
contest – the BC
Bike Race is a
week-long journey
steeped in B.C.’s
coastal scenery
and the welcoming nature of
communities on
Vancouver Island,
the Sunshine
Coast and the Sea
to Sky Corridor.

Wild Ride
Racing through BC’s coastal terrain
By Joe Schwartz

PHOTO: DAVE SILVER

S

ix days into the BC Bike Race, the dictionary definition of the word “singletrack” seems fitting. My
mental range is limited by the exhaustion I feel after
hundreds of kms racing my mountain bike, and by
the rigid focus I must maintain in order to keep my body
and two-wheeled machine in good working order day in
and day out.
The “singletrack” I’m referring to here is not one of limited
brain function, however. It’s the term used by mountain bike
riders to describe trails. In this case, it’s a world famous route
that spans some of B.C.’s wildest and most spectacular West
Coast terrain and underpins the BC Bike Race, an annual
seven-day 335-kilometre test billed as the “Ultimate Singletrack Experience.”
Over 500 racers have travelled from 26 countries to compete in this year’s event.
Traversing some of the world’s best mountain bike terrain, this singletrack winds up and down the B.C. coastline.
After pre-staging in North Vancouver and travelling by ferry
to Nanaimo, riders gather in Cumberland, near Comox on
Vancouver Island, to begin the race. From there we race north
to Campbell River before sailing to the Sunshine Coast where
the race passes through Powell River, Langdale and points in
between. On day six, we return to the Mainland for final legs
in Squamish and Whistler. Along the way, we weave through
towering stands of timber, scale mountains, whisk into lush
valleys and catch our breath at scenic viewpoints and in
picturesque towns.

This is more than a race – it is a week-long journey steeped
in B.C.’s coastal scenery and the welcoming nature of communities on Vancouver Island, the Sunshine Coast and along the
Sea to Sky Corridor. From savouring local cuisine, meeting and
riding with hundreds of like-minded individuals, to watching
the verdant coastline drift by from my perch aboard a BC Ferries vessel, this is a mountain bike adventure like no other.

DAY ONE – Cumberland, Vancouver Island
Riders nervously fidget in the start corral, eagerly anticipating
the sound of the starting pistol that will send us barrelling
down Dunsmuir Avenue alongside the Old West-themed
storefronts that line historic Cumberland’s main street. Our
route today will take us into the hills where decades of coal
mining once fuelled this region’s economic prosperity. Today,
minerals are no longer being pulled from the ground like they
were in the early 1900s; instead these mountains are destinations for hikers and, of course, mountain bikers like us.
Businesses like the Riding Fool Hostel, Dodge City Cycles bike
shop and the local bike-guiding outfit Island Mountain Rides
have made it their mission to share the trails surrounding
Cumberland. Combine this with dedicated local trail builders
creating miles of world-class singletrack trails, and you have a
mountain bike destination that is hard to beat.
Our BC Bike Race route makes the most of the trailbuilder’s
efforts, and the day peaks with a rocky, excitement-filled
FALL 2013
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DAY TWO – Campbell River, Vancouver Island
The frenetic starting pace of the leading riders quickly gives
way to a pecking order among racers as we head into the
trails surrounding Campbell River.
I latch onto a pair of riders from Calgary; it’s their first time
riding west of the Rocky Mountains. Muddy sections lurk in
the woods from the previous week’s rain, turning some sections of trail into nerve-wracking rollercoaster rides. We work
through the difficult bits, and the singletrack rewards us on
the other end with swoopy, smooth contours. As the vibrant
greens of the forest blur in my peripherals, one of the Calgarians yells, “I love my bike!”
The day ends at the BC Bike Race basecamp on the soft
grasses of Willow Point Park, in the heart of Campbell River.
Thanks to a tent city established by the teams of industrious
race staff, all we have to do is lie in the shade, re-hydrate and
doze off for a while, soaking up some restful moments before
dinner time. I wander over to a corner of the park and join a
yoga class, run by instructor and fellow racer Ryan Leech. My
muscles appreciate a good stretch, and judging by the groans
of other racers prostrate on mats around me, so does everyone
else.

DAY THREE – Powell River, the Sunshine Coast
Eagles soar overhead as we sail across the scenic Strait of
Georgia to the isolated northern tip of the Sunshine Coast
on the BC Ferries Queen of Burnaby. The fresh sea air fills my
lungs as I fixate on countless picturesque coves.
Arriving in Powell River, I reflect on this town’s tumultuous
history of boom and bust cycles known to many forestrybased economies. More recently, Powell River has turned to
other forms of industry, including eco-tourism. Gathering
from the warm reception we receive, the BC Bike Race is a
perfect fit.
Departing the ferry on foot, we walk up the main street
towards the start line with crowds of locals cheering us on.
School-age cheerleading squads perform acrobatics to the
rhythms of teenage percussionists pounding on their drums.
16
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Storeowners hand out watermelon to racers, while bagpipers
pay tribute from a street corner.
Powell River’s community spirit overflows onto the trails as
well. Hundreds of people line a freshly built section of singletrack called Death Rattle, cheering encouragement and ringing cowbells. There’s even a fellow railing out rock anthems
on his guitar and battery-powered amp. The energy is electric
as I mount my bike and cascade my way through some of the
most enjoyable trail I have ever ridden.
That evening we convene for dinner at the local sports
complex. The hockey rink is devoid of ice and has been
converted into a dining venue complete with candlelit tables
fitted with fresh tablecloths and silverware. Decorative white
lights adorn the sides of the rink. Girls on roller skates float
around serving local craft beer and wine while we dig into a
meal of barbecued pork roast, shrimp and asparagus pasta,
local organic veggies and caramel-glazed cake for dessert.
Satiated by the herculean amounts of food we have just
enjoyed, our attention turns to an evening of entertainment
featuring local talent. The night is capped perfectly when a
teenager shuffles awkwardly onto the stage to sing some
pop hits. Belting out pitch-perfect notes, the youthful crooner
surprises everyone. The audience’s enthusiastic response
transforms the mellow vibe into a scene from American Idol.

DAY FOUR – Earls Cove to Sechelt, the Sunshine Coast
For many of the international racers the BC Bike Race attracts,
some of the most memorable moments of the week take
place beyond the actual racing.
This morning, as the ferry sails through Jervis Inlet on our
way from Saltery Bay to Earls Cove, racers crowd the decks,
snapping photos of the wild landscapes and soaking up the
warm summer sun.
We start today’s stage right from the Earls Cove ferry
terminal and straight into an unforgiving road climb. The
summer sun, which felt so nice on the decks of the Island Sky
vessel, now beats down mercilessly, causing rivulets of sweat
to sting my eyes. Today is the “Big One” – a 61-kilometre offroad journey that will take us all the way to Sechelt. We’re not
cruising along the coastline either. We link up long sections of
the Sun Coaster Trail, a multi-use dirt corridor that connects
several rural Sunshine Coast communities. My legs cry out
for a rest as I grind up exposed climbs under power lines and
follow the trail as it turns into shady forest for a few moments
of reprieve from the baking sun.

PHOTOS: CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: THIS PAGE, ERIK PETERSON; MARGUS RIGA; TODD WESELAKE (2); OPPOSITE PAGE, MARGUS RIGA (3); BOTTOM RIGHT, DAVE SILVER

descent from Forbidden Plateau, high above town. My bike
dances underneath me as I charge down the mountain, soaking up every moment of this new natural resource Cumberland is tapping into: unforgettable mountain bike experiences.

On Day 1, riders
barrel down
historic Cumberland’s Dunsmuir
Avenue, over
the town’s
bridge and later
crest Forbidden
Plateau. On Day
2, riders challenged muddy
track amid
vibrant greens of
the forest near
Campbell River.

As I approach Sechelt, I pass a handwritten sign that
promises “Cold Beer, 5 km.” Knowing the finish line is near
gives my legs another burst of energy. A couple kms of paved
road follow, and then I am back into the woods for another
stretch of trails, complete with several soul-crushing climbs.
The last kilometre seems to go on forever, before I finally
coast down Sechelt’s steep residential streets to the finish
area. What a relief.
My legs are cooked, and my brain feels a little poached from
the sun. Reminding myself that tomorrow is another day, I
go about my tasks of drinking litres of water to replenish lost
electrolytes and washing my trusty Kona Hei Hei bicycle in
preparation for the next stage.

DAY FIVE – Sechelt to Langdale, the Sunshine Coast
The morning dawns cool and refreshing, with coastal mist
gathering in the mountains high above Sechelt. Today’s
stage, along with the weather, feels rejuvenating.
The race will bring its challenges, of course, and on the
climb out of town I wonder when my legs are going to start
performing. As my muscles come to life, I settle into the “daily
grind.” It’s comforting to know a big effort now will pay off
later. The race map promises 700-metre-plus descent to the
finish line at the Langdale ferry terminal.
Head down, I slip into a smooth rhythm, legs churning as
I steadily gain elevation. Through the mist, I hear the unexpected sounds of a trumpet belting out old marching tunes.
I pass the mountaintop musician with a smile on my face
and prepare to drop into the final slopes, the ferry terminal
far below.
The singletrack takes us through Sprockids Bike Park,
the first municipal bike park of its kind in North America.
The founder, Doug Detwiller, started the program to help
students succeed in school. The organization has since helped
thousands of youth discover the joys of mountain biking and
stewardship, with clinics and programs held all over the world.
The original bike park has seen many changes over its
20-year-plus history and constantly evolves to meet the
needs of the Sunshine Coast community. I revel in the bike
park’s craftsmanship as I shoot out of sculpted corners and
leap over manicured jumps all the way down to the ocean.
After finishing today’s stage, riders board the Queen of
Surrey. Hundreds of hungry racers lay siege to the ship’s
on-board restaurants and refuel after a long day on the bikes.
The 40-minute trip to the Mainland is also a chance to connect with other riders and share stories of the excitementfilled last few days.
On Day 3, the
sun rises over a
BCBR tent city in
Powell River; Day
4 starts at the
Earls Cove ferry
terminal. Later
that day, riders
wend through
the Sun Coaster
Trail, a multi-use
corridor that
connects several
Sunshine Coast
communities. On
Day 7, in Whistler,
a rider grabs a
piece of fruit for
a final burst of
energy to finish
the race.

DAY SIX – Squamish, the Sea to Sky Corridor
With hundreds of kilometres of purpose-built mountain
bike trails in the Squamish area, the racecourse that is set
out for us today is a selection of some of the best singletrack this area has to offer.
These trails are the result of years of hard work by
the Squamish Off-Road Cycling Association (SORCA) and
its dedicated trail builders. Having successfully fostered
relationships with the B.C. government, private landowners, logging companies and the Squamish community,
SORCA and its partners have turned mountain biking into
a healthy economic generator for the area.
As we line up to start, I eagerly anticipate the awesome singletrack that lies ahead, even if my legs tell me
otherwise. This week’s physical effort is starting to catch
up to me, but I know today is the day to dig deep into my
reserves and lay it all on the line. By tomorrow, following a
relatively short day, we will be in Whistler.
Raucous neon-clad cheering squads, bacon and doughnut handouts two hours into the race, and perfectly
built trails make Squamish a memorable stage, and gives
me an energizing lift perfectly timed for the race’s final
stage, tomorrow.

DAY SEVEN – Whistler, the Sea to Sky Corridor
Today’s compact stage features a climb and descent
through the world-famous Whistler Bike Park, then into
the rocky, twisty singletrack of Lost Lake. The climb up the
Bike Park is a steep, unrelenting affair, but I crest out on top
with enthusiasm, and I launch into the Crank It Up track’s
jumps. Rocketing down the trail, I pass people in the air
and on the wide, banked corners arriving at the bottom
spent from the effort but energized by the lingering effects of adrenalin.
The rest of the day I resort to autopilot, every pedal
stroke getting me closer to the finish line. Deeply focused,
the end sneaks up on me, and just like that, the BC Bike
Race is over.
After collecting my coveted Finisher belt buckle, I rest in
the shade, mentally processing the whole week. A sense
of accomplishment washes over me along with a tinge of
disappointment that this amazing experience is over.
Exhausted, I’m glad I don’t have to race tomorrow. As
my mind wanders, I find myself looking forward to revisiting the wild places we rode through on this unforgettable journey. H

ADVERTISEMENT

tial. Brayden grew in so many
ways at St. Michaels. He took
his academics seriously, joined
the rowing team and became
more mature, independent and
responsible.”
The Jebbinks’ daughter, Kara,
was inspired by Brayden’s experience and took the initiative to fill
out an SMUS application on her
own. Kara recently completed her
first year at the school and will
enter Grade 11 in the fall.
In addition to the academic,
athletic and leadership opportunities offered by the school,
Richard also likes its close-

SMUS students
like Kara Jebbinks
(above centre)
benefit from
independence,
enriching
programs and
an international
environment.

knit community, which is home to
students from 20 countries. He sees
great value in having his children living alongside students from all over
the world.
The Jebbinks are convinced that
Brayden and Kara will have an easier
transition to post-secondary life
thanks to their experience at SMUS.
“We hear stories from some
parents that their children are having
a hard time adjusting to university,”
says Richard. “With boarding school,
there is great support in place to help
your kids learn – at a younger age –
how to be independent and adjust to
living away from home.” H
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or many parents, boarding
school is a way to give
their children a pre-university experience statistically proven to better prepare
them academically and emotionally for life after graduation.
This was certainly one of the
many reasons that Richard and
Cheryl Jebbink chose St. Michaels
University School (SMUS) in Victoria for their son Brayden, who
left his home in Fort McMurray to
attend SMUS for his Grade 12 year.
“Like all parents, we want to
ensure our children have every
opportunity to reach their poten-

PHOTOS: SUPPLIED

Victoria boarding school defines
a higher education

WHERE
YOUNG MINDS
SHINE
Discover a
different kind
of high school
experience.
SMUS is a destination for more
than 250 boarding students
from all over BC and the world.
Start your post-secondary
experience early by living on
campus among faculty and
staff who will challenge
and nurture you.
Living and studying at SMUS is
an immersive experience that will
prepare you for both the academic
as well as the personal demands
of university.

Ann Makosinski with her hollow thermoelectric flashlight,
a finalist in the 2013 Google Science Fair.

Our boarding and day students share an amazing
educational experience each and every day:

>> Our students are surrounded by like-minded peers
from around the world.

>> Our students excel in an environment that encourages
free expression and independent thinking.

>> Our students enjoy a well-rounded atmosphere rich
with the arts, athletics and academic studies.

S T A R T T H E J O U R N E Y T O A B R I G H T F U T U R E T O D AY

www.smus.ca/shine
BOAR D ING G R A D E S 8 -12

|

DAY G R A D E S K-12

SCHOL ARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL AS SIS TANCE AVAIL ABLE

You will hear it often,
about some places, “I came for a visit
and never left.” In my case, I first
visited Haida Gwaii eight years ago,
and it wasn’t until five years later
that I finally made my move. I’m often
asked about the community here. I
can only speak as a newcomer, my
experience filtered through my biases
and influenced by the stories that I’ve
heard. Individual mileage may vary.
By Masa Takei

Tow Hill
The

Community (Haida Gwaii)

From top:
Visitors wishing
to experience
Tow Hill
Community can
rent a rustic
cabin or stay
at provincial
campgrounds
including Agate
Beach (pictured
top). Nearby, Tow
Hill’s community
of about 150
residents choose
to live a simpler
life, many of
them off of the
electricity grid.
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“Tow Town” isn’t so much a town as a geographic region that
blesses a certain way of life. You could glide right past it on your
way to the end of the road, beyond the eponymous Tow Hill.
Distracted by the otherworldly scenery, you might keep driving
till your wheels hit seawater as the road fades into sand. Beyond
that, North Beach curves away like a long, pale scythe, jutting out
towards Alaska.
Somewhere between the municipal boundary sign of Masset
and beyond where the pavement turns to gravel. Along a stretch
of road that parallels the coastline, with a few branches that end
in cul-de-sacs. That’s where the denizens of the Tow Hill Community (T.H.C.) reside. A loose collection of folks – they number about
150 – but a tight community nonetheless.
Thirty years ago there was little at the end of the road beyond
the remnants of the first hardy homesteaders and a clam cannery, a now defunct resort, and the ghost of an old Haida village.
Though North Beach has always been an important food gathering area for the Haida. Then came – for lack of a better word –
hippies who lived in shacks off the beach. These inhabitants, who
have been called everything from Tow Towners and Tow Hillbillies
to Dreadnecks and Earth Muffins, have stayed long enough to
raise a second generation.
Some might see them as a new strain of bohemian, though
they would likely object to being called one. You’re as likely to see
one with a chainsaw in their hands as a surfboard or a ukulele.

PHOTOS: OPPOSITE PAGE, FROM TOP, CHRIS BELLAMY; CHRIS ASHURST; MASA TAKEI(2); THIS PAGE, FROM TOP, CHRIS ASHURST; MASA TAKEI(3)

A dream catcher on the rearview mirror of their truck perhaps. To
some townies though, they’re still just plain hippies.
It is not just out toward the end of the road, but also near the
end of the power line. Many here live, or have lived, off-grid by
choice. Even for some of those who settled within a stone’s throw
of the line, they chose not to be hooked up. Being connected isn’t
just about bills, and inspectors, and the proliferation of everything that plugs in. Living off-grid is a state of being. It means
splitting wood for warmth, hauling your water. And once you’re
taking care of those basics of existence, it’s only natural to extend
your thoughts to collecting your own food.
Here the forests are laden with deer, mushrooms, berries and
other choice edibles, the ocean full of fish, shellfish and crabs.
From both, a vast supply of wood, to fuel stoves or be milled into
building materials. Water quite literally falls from the sky to be
collected into barrels. This existence makes you conscious of
everything that you use and appreciate what you’ve got. It means
helping out and needing the help of others. It fosters being connected to the land and people.
Residents of the Tow Hill Community live in everything from
shacks built of plastic sheeting stretched over wooden frames
to handcrafted homes filled with elegant custom cabinetry and
shiny modern appliances. But many started at some point with
raw land and a hammer. The simple life is not easy. That’s what
makes it rewarding. The allure of modern convenience is irresistibly strong. But here at least, you’re conscious of the difference
between your wants and needs.
The people here aren’t easily pigeonholed, though I seem to
be trying, and cannot be painted as an archetype. Local residents
have included a famous poet and a once prolific bank robber,
a German opera singer and a Kiwi lawyer, a pyromaniac and a
Toyota mechanic, a librarian and a goat farmer, carpenters and
beachcombers, circus jugglers and kayak guides, mushroom pickers and tree planters, former activists and anarchists, retired cops
and soldiers. Many are a combination of the above.
They’re more defined by how they choose to live rather than
how they make their living. The empty surf breaks were a major
draw for some residents and are still a significant part of the
lifestyle today. There may be as many reasons as there are people
for landing here, but there are common bonds that bind them.
There are plenty of other little communities out there harbouring refugees from city life. The people of Tow Hill live on an island,
with all that island living entails. The added remoteness and isolation draws people together, removes anonymity. Everyone who
comes must come by plane or boat. It takes effort to get here. No
one just happens to be passing through.
And that’s perhaps one of the reasons that the Tow Hill
Community is so inclusive and welcoming. If you’ve gone to the
trouble to get here and engage with the locals (which could be
as simple as ordering a coffee at The Moon Over Naikoon Bakery
and smiling at the person next to you), then they will generally
reciprocate your interest.
These are places where every person is an individual instead of
a particle in an anonymous wash of humanity. Places where work
is done with one’s hands and actions have real consequences.
Where a person with no skills could show up, throw down some
tools, and without adherence to much more than physics and
logic, make a home and build a life. H

For locals, Tow Hill’s
lifestyle means
hunting, fishing
and gathering
food, collecting
fresh water and
hand crafting other
necessities.
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RISE UP!

Encounters

Young paddlers voyage into history
BY DAVE QUINN

C

edar paddles clenched in
nervous hands, 30 young
paddlers from Masset and
Skidegate prepared for the
journey of a lifetime, deep into the
land of their ancestors. Ahead of
them a three-day canoe trip on the
wild Pacific to reach Hlk’yah GawwGa, Windy Bay, the only break in
Lyell Island’s incredibly rugged and
rocky eastern coast.
For most of them, the voyage was
not only their first in a traditional
Haida canoe, it would be their first
visit to the intact forests and ancient
Haida village sites of the world-reknowned Gwaii Haanas National Park

Reserve, National Marine Conservation Area and Haida Heritage Site.
Here, on a sunny day in Windy
Bay’s remote and ancient Haida
village, the youth helped celebrate
Gwaii Haanas’s 20th anniversary,
with the August 16, 2013, raising of
the first traditional monumental
pole in the park area in 130 years.
“We really got an appreciation
for the old people,” explained
Skidegate’s Nico York, whose
brother Tyler helped carve the pole.
“We worked really hard just to
paddle three days to get here, but
they went all the way across to the
Mainland in dugout canoes.”

These youth have grown up with
the stories of how, here on Lyell Island
in 1985, their elders took a stand,
blockading logging operations to
protect these islands. Finally, after
years of controversy, the 1993 Gwaii
Haanas Agreement brought together
the Canadian federal government
and the Haida Nation in a groundbreaking co-management deal to
steward the islands forever, despite
major differences in opinion with
respect to ownership.
For a year they watched Masset
carver Jaalen Edenshaw bring the
Legacy Pole to life in the carving shed
at the Haida Heritage Centre at Kay

Featu ring
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This August, the first monumental totem pole in 130 years was raised in Gwaii Haanas. Pictured left to right: Skidegate paddler Nico York
(on opposing page); the Masset Canoe enters Windy Bay; Drummer and carver Donny Edenshaw keeps the song alive while the pole goes up.

Llnagay (Skidegate). In addition to traditional Eagle, Dog and Sculpin figures,
the story includes a visitor and five
figures with linked arms, representing
the blockaders.
Leading the journey, elders like Robert Wilson acted as steersmen. Known
to all as Captain Gold, Wilson founded
the Haida Gwaii Watchmen program in
the early 1980s to safeguard the ancient
villages. As steersman for the Skidegate
canoe, he safely guided both the vessel
and the future of Haida culture.
Beyond steering the boat, says Captain Gold, teeth shining under a silver
moustache, glasses and a personalized
ball cap, his job was to “teach these kids

After a timeless
ceremony, 800
hands heaved on
six thick ropes,
and the 14-metre
cedar pole leapt
upright into the
pre-dug pit as if
by magic.

how to paddle a canoe and camp on
the land. It’s part of our culture.”
Under the imposing misty-grey
shape of Lyell Island, the iconic square
bows of the two canoes rode high on
the Hecate Strait swell with an easy,
timeless rhythm as they approached
Windy Bay.
The sound of powerful young
voices united in paddle song rounded
the rocky headland before the canoes
entered the bay. Finally the boats approached the beach with a rhythmic
thump of upraised paddles on the
wooden gunnels. Over 400 relatives
and visitors, many of whom were
dressed in full regalia of button blan-

kets and cedar bark hats, greeted the
canoes. More than a few eyes flowed
like the seawater that dripped from
the cedar paddles.
After a timeless ceremony, 800
hands heaved on six thick ropes, and
the 14-metre cedar pole leapt upright
into the pre-dug pit as if by magic.
A live satellite feed transmitted the
event globally, as a cheer in Windy Bay
was echoed by thousands up-island.
The grey poles in the ancient
villages are nearly gone, but these
young paddlers are helping chart a
new history, with the beginning of
the next generation of Haida monumental art in Gwaii Haanas. H

An ideal experience begins with
the perfect location.

Exclusive Rate
for BC Ferries

onBoard
Readers!
travellers the complete package: Four-Diamond cuisine, casual dining, a 14,000 square foot athletic club
and pool, our signature SORA Spa and expert concierge service. What you want. Where you want it.
Call us at 1-800-663-7550 and ask for the exclusive BC Ferries onBoard Rate. Based on availability, September 2013 – March 2014.
463 BELLEVILLE STREET, VICTORIA BC, V8V 1X3 | 1-800-663-7550 | WWW.HOTELGRANDPACIFIC.COM | FIND US
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GREAT BEAR RAINFOREST

Encounters

Into the lair of the great bears
BY MARK SISSONS
to the Alaska border, the GBR is also
home to countless species of birds,
marine life and other mammals,
including coastal wolves that can
hunt salmon from streams like bears
and swim like sea otters.
Today, you can cruise the famed
Inside Passage aboard BC Ferries
along the coast of this magnificently
rugged, rain-swept wilderness.
Up here, snowcapped peaks loom
over precipitous, forested fjords
that plunge into deep dark channel
waters, and mist lingers in the
tangy salt air, lifting to reveal rainbows gracing a world of untouched
natural beauty.

Yes!
You deserve it.

PRINCE RUPERT, BC

CREST HOTEL
222 First Ave. W.
Prince Rupert, BC
1800-663-8150
cresthotel.bc.ca

Recommended
Tours:

Prince Rupert
Adventure Grizzly
Bear Tour
offers a cruise to
the pristine
wilderness of the
Khutzeymateen Valley
Prince Rupert
Adventure Tours
offers full-day bear
viewing excursions in
the Khutzeymateen
Grizzly Bear Sanctuary,
from mid-May until
August, and humpback
whale watching tours
until mid-October.
Both offers available at
bcferries.com/vacations

From Prince Rupert, you can travel to
the famed Khutzeymateen or “Valley of
the Grizzly” to view the resident ursine
populations in their natural environment. Or take a whale watching cruise
and view Orca whales, Humpbacks,
porpoises and seals.
As you explore some of the same
secluded bays, marshy inlets and
swift- flowing channels that early
European explorers once charted
and First Nations peoples have called
home for thousands of years, watch
for whales, wolves, dolphins and
grizzlies. In late August or September,
you may even spot the elusive Spirit
bear, which rarely emerges from deep
within the forests until fall salmon
spawning season.
Watching a 400-pound grizzly and
her fluffy cub grazing on shoreline
sedges and giant-leafed skunk cabbage from the safety of your zodiac
is unforgettable. Munching their way
toward the water’s edge, the bears
take turns rearing up on hind legs to
locate each other in the tall sedge.
That’s when the cub looks right at you,
and the magic of this moment hits
home: deep within a timeless world
so remote, rugged and spectacularly
scenic, you’ve finally entered the lair of
the great bears. H
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I

magine taking a once-in-alifetime journey to one of the
world’s last remaining truly
wild places, so remote that
it’s completely black at night on
satellite images.
B.C.’s Great Bear Rainforest (GBR)
is such a magical place. The world’s
largest remaining tract of unspoiled
ancient temperate rainforest, this
vast, mostly uninhabited archipelago
twice the size of the Serengeti was
named for the Grizzlies, American
black bears and mystical, white Spirit
bears that inhabit its thickly forested
islands and inlets. Stretching from
the northern tip of Vancouver Island

*Plus taxes, fees and surcharges. All offers based on availability. Prices are quoted per person in Canadian dollars based on double occupancy. Some restrictions apply. BC Reg. 48839.
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Encounters

Victoria lays out welcome mat for pet lovers
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Dine out at sea.

The Pacific Buffet

Enjoy fresh West Coast inspired
cuisine and 180° ocean views –
all for $22 or less.
bcferries.com/onboard-experiences
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Within reach, beyond words.

Inside Passage
Wilderness Circle Tour

819

$

from

*

Fall packages include 8 nights’
accommodation and ferry
travel from Metro Vancouver
to Vancouver Island, and
Port Hardy to Prince Rupert.

per person/dbl. occ.

*Plus taxes, fees and surcharges. All offers based on availability. Prices are quoted per person in Canadian dollars based on double occupancy. Some restrictions apply. BC Reg. 48839.

CHOOSE YOUR COURSE

Inside BC Ferries

Where we sail

British Columbia Ferry Services Inc. (BC Ferries) is one of the largest ferry operators in the world, providing year-round vehicle and passenger service
on 25 routes to 47 terminals, with a fleet of 35 vessels.

Ra

il to

Jas
pe

r

BC Ferries Routes
Railroad
Highways

Thetis Island
Penelakut Island
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Northern Expedition

Our fleet

For more information about our vessels, visit bcferries.com

Nimpkish
Built: 1973, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 11 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 125

Bowen Queen
Built: 1965, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 14.5 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 400

Kahloke
Built: 1973, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 10.0 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 200

Klitsa
Built: 1972, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 10.0 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 150

Powell River Queen
Built: 1965, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 14.5 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 400

Skeena Queen
Built: 1997, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 17.3 knots
Car Capacity: 100

Howe Sound Queen
Built: 1964, Quebec
Maximum Speed: 9.75 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 300

Queen of Chilliwack
Built: 1978, Norway
Maximum Speed: 12.5 knots
Car Capacity: 115

Tachek
Built: 1969, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 12.5 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 150

Quadra Queen 2
Built: 1969, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 12.5 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 150

Queen of Capilano
Built: 1991, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 12.6 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 451

Island Sky
Built: 2008, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 16 knots
Car Capacity: 125

Queen of Oak Bay
Built: 1981, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Car Capacity: 360 including
12 semis

Kuper
Built: 1985 - Lengthened in 2006
Maximum Speed: 10 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 269

Queen of Burnaby
Built: 1965, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 16.5 knots
Car Capacity: 192

Queen of New Westminster
Built: 1964, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 20 knots
Car Capacity: 270

Coastal Inspiration
Built: 2008, Germany
Maximum Speed: 23 knots
Car Capacity: 370 including
32 semis

Queen of Alberni
Built: 1976, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 21.0 knots
Car Capacity: 290 including
24 semis

Northern Adventure
Built: 2004
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Car Capacity: 101

Kwuna
Built: 1975, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 9.5 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 150

Queen of Surrey
Built: 1981, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Car Capacity: 360 including
12 semis

Queen of Cowichan
Built: 1976, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Car Capacity: 360 including
12 semis

Northern Expedition
Built: 2009, Germany
Maximum Speed: 21 knots
Car Capacity: 130

Quinitsa
Built: 1977, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 9.75 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 300

Queen of Nanaimo
Built: 1964, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 16.5 knots
Car Capacity: 192

North Island Princess
Built: 1958, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 13 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 150

Queen of Coquitlam
Built: 1976, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 20.5 knots
Car Capacity: 360 including
12 semis

Tenaka
Built: 1964, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 12.0 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 100
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Coastal Celebration
Built: 2008, Germany
Maximum Speed: 23 knots
Car Capacity: 370 including
32 semis

Quinsam
Built: 1982, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 12.0 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 400

Spirit of Vancouver Island
Built: 1994, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 19.5 knots
Car Capacity: 410 (w/o platforms)
including 34 semis

Mayne Queen
Built: 1965, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 14.5 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity: 400

Spirit of British Columbia
Built: 1993, Victoria
Maximum Speed: 19.5 knots
Passenger & Crew Capacity:
2100

Coastal Renaissance
Built: 2007, Germany
Maximum Speed: 23 knots
Car Capacity: 370 including
32 semis

Queen of Cumberland
Built: 1992, Vancouver
Maximum Speed: 13 knots
Car Capacity: 127
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CREW CLOSE-UP

Inside BC Ferries

From deckhand to the command bridge
Q&A with Master Jan Shalagan, Captain, Queen of Surrey
BY ANGELA SOUCIE
And I said, “No, you’ll be the chief
officer and I’ll be the captain! Well,
maybe we can both be the captain …”
About two years ago, our dream came
true – I’m the captain and she’s the
Senior Chief Steward of the Queen of
Surrey. Dreams do come true … with
persistence.

How does someone become a
BC Ferries captain?
First you need to get your sea-time
working as a deckhand. It took me
about six years before I got my
navigation ticket at the Pacific Marine
Training Institute (PMTI) where you
learn chart-work, how to stabilize the
boat, how to load ships and about ship
construction. I could practically build
a ship!

What do you remember from your
first day as a captain?
When I had control of the ship for the
first time, I knew right then, that this
is where I belong. I am finally here and
this is what I am supposed to be doing
in my life.

Do you have a favourite memory
from your days as a deckhand?
I remember I was cleaning the bridge
on the vessel and my colleague
Susanne (pictured bottom right) said
to me, “One day we’re going to be up
here! I’m going to be the captain and
you’re going to be the chief officer.”
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What is the most challenging aspect
of your job?
Docking. Your challenge is to do the
perfect docking every time. There are
always many factors to consider – current, wind, weather, fog, propulsion
from the other ships.
What is the coolest thing you’ve seen
from your captain’s chair?
There are dolphins and there are
whales, but the coolest thing I have

“When I had
control of the
ship for the
first time,
I knew right
then that
this is where
I belong.”

ever seen is deer swimming
across the ocean! We were
sailing between Gambier and
Bowen Island and I saw these
deer heads bobbing up and
down in the water. I was like
“wait a minute, those things
have horns!”
Where do you like to vacation
on B.C.’s coast?
Tofino. The wide open ocean is
so rough and rugged. Most of
the beaches are protected and it
is so beautiful out there.
What’s your favourite menu item
from the Coastal Cafe?
Definitely the Tuscan chicken
pasta.
What’s the one word you’d use
to describe a BC Ferries captain?
Fortunate. The passengers are
great and I love all the crew – we
are like a family and we have a
lot of fun together. There is a reason I have been with BC Ferries
for 21 years! H
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What made you want to pursue a
career with BC Ferries?
When I moved to Vancouver in 1992
and first looked out at English Bay,
I was amazed by all the ships. So, I
called the coastguard and asked them,
“What do I need to do to get onto one
of those ships?”

groceries
earn more points
at our local grocery partners

saveonfoods.com

+
REWARDS

overwaitea.com

= 4 points
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visit morerewards.ca

per qualifying net retail dollar

Cardholders will earn 3 More Rewards Points for each eligible $1 in purchase transactions charged to their More Rewards MasterCard credit card account pursuant to the terms and conditions. Please refer to the terms
and conditions of the Program for conditions, limitations and restrictions. Cardholders will be eligible to earn 1 additional More Rewards Point for each eligible $1 in purchase transactions by presenting their More Rewards
loyalty card when making their purchase with their More Rewards MasterCard credit card account. Please visit www.morerewards.ca for the More Rewards Rewards Program terms and conditions including expiration
of points and items that are excluded from earning points. The Toronto-Dominion Bank is not responsible or liable for any aspect of the More Rewards Rewards Program or the use of the More Rewards loyalty card
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get aways
BC Ferries
Travel Vouchers
ADULT PASSENGER –
ONE WAY FARE

FREE
with 6,500 points

VEHICLE & DRIVER –
ONE WAY FARE

&
OR

FREE
with 29,000 points

OR only $40 plus 8000 points

earn points at:
visit morerewards.ca

